Post-holiday blues

Beginning the year unemployed:
Use these tips to restart your career

By Emily Mekinc

It happens every year around the holidays. Amid the frenzy of gift-buying and holiday parties, companies try to cut expenses before the fourth quarter and adjust for over-hyped and anticipated demand. All too often, those complex financial calculations end in something simple and costly - layoffs.

This year, for example, only a week after Thanksgiving jobs were being shed. LivingSocial Inc. confirmed Nov. 29 that it was laying off some 400 employees, including roughly 160 in the D.C. Area. A week later, McLean-based science Applications International Corp. announced it was cutting 700 jobs, about half of them in the Washington area. SAC had counted nearly 15,000 local employees, making it the Washington region's sixth-largest employer.

Workers laid off during the disconnecting holiday season are typically unprepared to begin a job hunt. And generally, getting hired in December is difficult, making January a key month for job seekers.

The first quarter, in particular, is when many companies begin to make hiring decisions again. So here are some tips from local experts in career consulting and outplacement to help laid-off workers get a step ahead in a painful process.

• Keep any anger, frustration or negative feelings at home. You have a right to these feelings, but you have to have a positive outlook at work, says Jason Levin, a career and outplacement coach at Ready, Set, Launch LLC. Be professional on the way out. That will help you get in another door more often than disparaging your former employer will.

• Send handwritten notes thanking people you worked with. Levin suggests writing one or two things you have learned from them. “They’ll remember that,” he says. Also, ask the same group of colleagues if they could serve as references for any future offers you get.

• Consider pursuing your “dream job” in addition to seeking positions similar to those you have held. Perhaps this is the perfect chance to shift the desk job you don’t like and go for the career that’s haunted the back of your mind. “Give yourself some time to reenerse your career” and what you want to do next,” says David Miles, managing partner of G1 Partners/The Miles Law Firm. “Conduct a thorough career checkup and develop an action plan.”

• Use holiday parties as a job-search networking opportunity. Industry events are key, as are chamber of commerce holiday parties or annual meetings of various groups. Your partner’s or spouse’s holiday party is a great time to get out, shake hands with folks and hear what people are up to—and see what vacancies they might have.

• Get out and volunteer while you’re in transition.

“You should not be job-seeking eight hours a day,” Levin says. “Get out and give to others that are in even more need than you. You’ll find inspiration from that.”

• Reconnect with others by sending holiday cards.

Send personal notes to people you haven’t spoken to in a while, with them a “Happy New Year” and see if they would like to get together in 2013. Don’t send a long, emotional note about being laid off. However, Levin says you can try something like: “After five great years, I’ve found myself in a transition in my career...”

• Be able to answer the question: What is your contribution to a company?

Most people don’t know the answer, according to Miles. Employers will want to know the depth of your knowledge and education—not just your degree, but your passion. Practice interviewing in front of the mirror or with a video camera, Miles suggests.
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Swim with the Sharks

The streets are filled with ideas—use them

By Harvey Mackay

Sometimes the columns that get the biggest reaction are those that offer the simplest advice. I recently wrote about street-smart ideas and was inundated with requests for more. I truly believe in the importance of street smarts for success, so I am continuing the list.

Next idea: There will always be a place in the world for anyone who says, “I’ll take care of it.” And then does it. Don’t imply that a chore is beneath you or that you are too busy to handle the mundane.

Next idea: Glue the wagons. For the past 50 years, every time I want to persuade a person of power, I find a couple of friends who have influence to make approaches from different directions to get the result I want. These are people who know I will come to their aid in return.

Next idea: Take good care of yourself. It’s difficult to find the best doctor or professional who is world class before you have an emergency. The same concept applies to lawyers, accountants and so on. Build a strong network before a problem arises.

Next idea: Get your hands dirty. If you need to make a good impression on someone, discover the chores they hate and then help them out.

Next idea: Gatekeepers can open a lot of doors for you. Treat gatekeepers with dignity. Respect their power. And above all, acknowledge their help. Gatekeepers make and predetermine more decisions than people ever realize.

Next idea: Be prepared for the worst. It’s critical to ask yourself or your stuff what can go wrong? Prime example: A couple of years ago when the Indianapolis Colts were playing the Chicago Bears in the Super Bowl and it rained during the entire game, Indianapolis quarterback Peyton Manning was prepared. Every year, he practices a wet-ball drill with his center. He takes a bucket of water, dips the football in and takes repeated snaps. The Bears quarterback didn’t prepare for the weather and fumbled the game away.

Mackay’s Mural: The smarter I get, the more I realize I’m not finished learning.

Harvey Mackay, author of the best-selling “Swim with the Sharks without Being Eaten Alive,” is a nationally syndicated columnist.